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Snapshots from implementing technology in young learners’ language teaching classrooms
Do you have everything under control?
If they are not interested then the lesson is a waste of time.
How do we make them be interested then...
Are we far beyond their habits?
…then the lesson is not interesting enough for them!
If they are happy ... we are happy!
IN CASE OF FIRE:
Please leave the building before posting it on social media.

This generation...
Technology is a part of their life. Technology can:
- enhance teaching and learning environments/reach high-quality education
- enable self-paced learning/enable personalized and engaged learning.
- live contact between the teacher and the student (web-based learning, internet, video, audio aids)
- Create interaction/Nurture powerful communities of learning.
Key factors to stimulate learning...

Very young learners need:
- A safe and secure learning environment
- A sense of belonging
- A chance to experiment and use their imagination

Building the learning environment...

Putting them at ease:
- The classroom can be an intimidating place for the very young
- Integrate ways to help them feel relaxed and motivated
- Help to maintain order by organizing the learners as they enter.
Ideas of using technology in language classroom...
Live audience participation ...

https://todaysmeet.com/
Live audience participation...

http://www.polleverywhere.com/:

Organize a live poll to engage your audience, your class

Use your phones to text a vote
Alphabet interactive games ...

http://interactivesites.weebly.com/abcs.html
Practice writing online ...

http://www.zimmertwins.com/movie/starter

Pick up a starter … continue your own movie, your own story
Online comic creations ...

https://www.pixton.com/
Story stripes ...

https://www.storyboardthat.com/storyboard-creator

Make your own story
Digital story books ...

www.storybird.com:

- We need to have happy pupils in our classroom.

- Pupils get inspired by a great selection of different pictures and start creating their own stories.
Short movies ...

http://www.dfilm.com/live/mm.html:

- Are you interested in making a movie? Add images, add sound...
- Then why don’t you visit Dvolver movie maker!
Creating infographics ...

https://my.visme.co/edit/90f830a9e8aa17cba1ef49f7def93b42

Pick up a starter ... continue your own movie, your own story
Creating voice avatars ...


- Create your speaking character. Type the text and listen to the English or American pronunciation.
Teachers’ essential tools ...

https://www.teacherKit.net :

- It is simple.
- It is easy to use.
- It is FREE.

*It makes life for teachers so much easier!*
Make language learning active and fun ...

What we learn with pleasure we never forget.

- Alfred Mercier

Thank you!
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It makes life for teachers so much easier!